
 

 

FR. AGNEL MULTIPURPOSE SCHOOL & JR. COLLEGE 
Circular for Standard I to X 

 

7th June 2021 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 

Once again, it is time for a new beginning- the beginning of the 40th new academic year of our school! 

Let us welcome this New Year in school with an attitude of gratitude and a spirit of hope and positivity. 

Like what the famous writer and activist Maya Angelou has said, let us believe that “No matter what 

happens, or how bad it seems today, life does go on and it will be better tomorrow”. Year 2020-21 had 

its own share of challenges, troubles and some valuable lessons to teach us. Therefore, we are all 

stronger and better equipped to face 2021-22, which I agree, does not look very bright still. Nevertheless, 

with hope and courage in our hearts and God overhead, let us start our new journey and every journey 

requires a plan. That is what we intend to share with you now. 

We shall solemnly begin our new academic year (2021-2022) on Monday, 14 June 2021. As it is not yet 

safe for children and teachers to attend school physically, we shall be getting back to learning regularly 

in the online mode. Moving forward from where we stopped last year, we have planned to do several 

interesting and exciting things for our children this year. The section co-ordinators will share the details 

of the plan with you.  

On Monday, 14 June, we shall begin with a virtual assembly and prayer, in which every child will 

participate from home with his/her family.      

• Assembly for Std VI to XII at 9am and Std I to V at 1.15 pm. 

• The assembly will be followed by a session with the coordinators who will share information and 

instructions pertaining to their respective sections. Classes begin from Tuesday 15 June. 

Learning Platform: We shall continue to use Microsoft Teams as our platform for learning. New students, 

if any, will be instructed separately about TEAMS. 

Class and division: Students from Std I to Std VI, IX and XI will be promoted to the same division in the 

next class. (Example:  I A goes to II A). Only Students of Std VII and VIII will move up to different sections 

due to the introduction of a new subject. 

Textbooks & Notebooks: 

• We will not be able to give children our customised notebooks with school logo this year also. The 

co-ordinators will share the book lists pertaining to each class in the Class General channel on MS 

teams on Wednesday 9 June’21. Kindly purchase the books and help your child to be ready for class. 

• State Board textbooks can be downloaded from e-Balbharati’s official home page, purchased online 

or purchased as and when the bookshops start selling them. 

• Parisar Asha worksheet books and other books ordered by the school will be distributed in school 

with prior intimation. 

Dress code and Study space: 

• This year we shall be having live classes too. To enable effective learning, kindly create a fixed study 

area, without too many distractions, at home. Do not encourage habits like lying on the bed or sofa 

while viewing lessons, doing written work or studying.  

• We expect students to be in school uniform (if they fit into it) or a formal attire while attending online 

classes. Parents, if your child has outgrown the uniform, please ensure that he/she gets new sets 

before school reopens physically. 

Year’s Plan: The YEAR AT GLANCE plan that you usually see in our School Calendar is being shared with 

you along with this circular. It will give you a clear idea of how we hope the academic year will unfold. 

School Fees (2021-22): A separate notice with fee details will be displayed within a few days on our 

website. You may then start paying the fees for 2021-22. 

Hoping for a rewarding and joyful year for children, teachers and parents. Stay safe and take care. 

 
Principal 


